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The elegance and simplicity of the spoken Word--Voice Only Now you can profit from hearing God's

Word wherever you are, whether it's in the car, at the gym, around the house or simply while

relaxing. Let the power of the Scriptures refresh your soul and encourage you in daily life when you

listen to the New King James Version(R) of the Bible. This recording, which is carefully read

word-for-word by masterful narrator Stephen Johnston, features the entire NKJV(R) without

background music. - Enjoy hearing the Bible while on the go, at home, in personal devotions or

group Bible study.- The New King James Version(R) is a fresh, completely updated translation that

is faithful to the accuracy and beauty of the KJV in contemporary, understandable language.- This

edition has been been digitally mastered for enhanced listening enjoyment.- Sturdy CD wallet

provides easy portability while protecting the discs.- Limited lifetime warranty.
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New King James Version Audio Bible, Voice OnlyI was very pleased with this product. I prefer

listening to a "voice only" version. The background music can be distracting. I love this mans voice.

He speaks clearly and is very easy to listen to. I would recommend this to anyone who is looking for

the Bible on disc. Very convenient to have in a vehicle, at the gym while on the treadmill or at home

to listen to. It also comes in a very nice carrying case.

I purchased this for my husband who is blind and hearing impaired and gave it to him for Christmas.

The narrator's speech was excellent and Charles was able to understand him. The clarity was as



good as Alexander Scourby which Charles had years ago in long playing disks which are not in

existence. Thank you for having this in your collection!

I love the Word of God and the New King James Version. I read the reviews and researched this

product before purchasing. I'm used to "Scourby" which I've listened to for about 10 years, but it

was KJV and I wanted NKJV. I purchased this prduct about 2 weeks ago and I am very

disappointed. This narrator, Stephen Johnston, reads too fast, and doesn't pause appropriately, in

spite of his great reputation. It sounds kind of like an electronic voice. (I like English accents like

McPhee, but he doesn't have NKJV.) I'm really disappointed with this purchase and am praying God

will help me to like his voice and not be irritated by it, since I just spent close to $80 on it.

He reads too fast. It's like he's in a hurry to finish each paragraph. When I turn my CD on, I have to

practically run to my chair because he starts so fast. He needs to relax and take it easy. His voice

sounds mechanical, flat, and robotic. Not enough emotion. And I can't always hear him pronounce

the word "And" when he starts sentences with it. He's either skipping it, or not saying it at all. I prefer

Alexander Scourby.

I purchased these Bible audio tapes for my parents who are both having difficulty with reading

because of eyesight problems. They have enjoyed listening to these tapes so much. The narrator,

Stephen Johnston, has a very pleasing voice and is easy to understand. I highly recommend these

tapes to anyone.

I feel the quality could be better, today there are so many ways to make a great audio recording,

sometimes they seem a little low in quality

This was a Christmas gift for my mother. She said she really enjoys it. It's easy to listen to and

understand.

This audio Bible is very easy to listen to and is read in a manner that engages the listener. I am very

pleased with my purchase.
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